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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3287 - 3288

It excites them!

The experimental plan works great!

They are about to start their third batch of super gods.

This batch of gods will appear as super gods with one against a thousand!

Although not many.

But it will be a milestone for their super-god plan.

It also heralds the completion of the super god plan.

This will also be the ceiling of their super god plan.

No matter how strong the super gods are, there is nothing they can do.

For root bone modification optimization, they can only do so much.

In addition, they also did the plan to transplant the root bone.

The excellent root bone of a god is transplanted to other gods with the same root bone, or
to ordinary people.

However, this technique is too difficult.

So far unsuccessful.

Some high-level plans to want good roots were dashed.
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However, they were able to create a group of super gods with one enemy over a thousand,
which is already against the sky.

A new phase of the Super God Project has begun.

It is expected to be completed within a week.

Hydra, they all forget to eat and sleep, and they don’t know what’s going on in the outside
world.

Not to mention that Levilia’s poison has been solved.

They waited for the plan to be completely over before going outside to find Levi Garrison for
trouble or something.

Or simply let Levi Garrison be in front of his eyes, watching their status and strength getting
higher and higher, but there is nothing to do.

They are looking forward to that moment…

Today’s War Bear Kingdom is too strong.

Let them feel their scalp tingling.

Not to mention others.

There is no such thing as a super god.

Just like the super gods they realized.

The minimum standard super god is a god that can be worth five hundred ordinary gods.

That is to say, a super god can almost match the combat power of the Black Dragon
Kingdom.

In other words, basically a super god can kill all the countries and forces after the top ten in
the power list.
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Even those between fifth and tenth have a fighting force.

This is unimaginable.

And super gods are destined to be no less.

There will also be super-gods who can fight against a thousand.

This is a huge disaster for the whole world.

So Hydra’s waist pole is now too hard and too hard.

Really ignore everything.

Super gods have appeared.

Then, in addition to continuously analyzing the specific combat power and showing it in the
form of numerical values, Zhanxiong Nation also naturally has to use actual combat to
practice.

Although there are many gods in the War Bear Kingdom, it is impossible for them to use
themselves to practice.

To deal with other powerful countries, it is easy to expose their trump card.

The best way is to go to the forbidden area and use the beasts to practice.

A second-level forbidden area, or even a first-level forbidden area.

Just throw them into a forbidden area alone to fight.

See how many beasts the peak combat power can kill…

So these super gods were thrown into the forbidden area one by one to test their combat
power.

It took a while.
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The combat power of the super gods has also been tested.

Not wrong.

After the actual combat test, each super god can hunt down at least 500 ordinary gods.

The second batch of super gods are even more terrifying, each with terrifying combat power
and madness like a demon.

All these super gods are qualified.

Meet their requirements!

For a time, the strength of the War Bear Country reached its peak.

They will be fearless against anyone and power.

They are increasingly looking forward to the third batch of super gods.

That would be the ultimate form of their super god.

After all, they can only optimize the root bone to this extent.

Subsequently, the War Bear Kingdom spread the news of the success of the Super God
Project to the world.

The whole world boils and explodes.

It only took a few days from the proposal to the success of this plan.

This scares the world the most.

The War Bear Kingdom will be unstoppable.

And at this time, Levi Garrison also selected the first object of reckoning and revenge.
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Chapter 3288

The nearest Tenjinji.

At the beginning, some people in the Tianshen Division told the forces of the Black Sky
Alliance about Levi Garrison and the place where the resources were stacked for their own
selfish desires.

He also took away all the people related to Tenjinji.

in order to divide up their resources.

Although you are from the Great Summer God.

But one size fits all.

The reckoning is still to be done.

There was no time before, now Levilia is detoxified.

Then Levi Garrison will start to settle accounts one by one.

Soon, Levi Garrison and his party came to the Tianshen Division.

Today’s Tenjin Division is quite large.

Not only has the number of gods kept up, but especially the combat power of gods is too
strong.

Such as Azure Dragon (Qinglong) several people.

Levi Garrison was stunned when he saw it.

I thought that no matter how strong they were, it was within a limit.
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Of course, he didn’t use himself to make this limit.

He took Jiao Tianyu and the others as his standard.

But the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) Kirin ( Qilin )s are stronger than them.

In Levi Garrison’s prediction, no matter how strong they are, they are not as strong as those
of Jiao Tianyu.

The result was unexpected.

Now Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others are extremely powerful, even though there is a
gap between them and Huoyun Evil God.

But the difference is not too big.

Just startled him.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others were also very excited: “It is said that our root
bones are the best, and the five of us complement each other, and only when we work
together can we maximize our combat power.”

Levi Garrison was also happy for them.

In the previous “eras”, although Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others performed well,
they were not top-notch.

Never thought that in the recovery of spiritual energy, they would become a sweet pastry.

This is their time.

“You guys keep going! Call me if you need anything!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

Just looking around, he didn’t see his apprentice Xiao Feng.
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“Where did Xiao Feng go?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Xiao Feng, haha, something has happened recently, and we often don’t see him!”

Phoenix started to laugh.

Everyone else laughed too.

Smile a little ambiguous.

“Huh? Is there a situation?”

Levi Garrison noticed something.

“Yes, Xiao Feng met her love! It is said that he is a super expert!”

“Yes, it seems to be from the Town Demon Division or something, and now we can’t see
anyone else!”

“The most outrageous thing is that Xiao Feng has grown very fast, and it seems that he got
the correct cultivation method from the Zhenmo Division, which is almost the same as us!”

“That’s right, the people from the Zhenmo Division said that gods are actually good spiritual
roots and bones, and they can absorb a certain amount of spiritual energy. And they must
have a way to cultivate, and they must cultivate faster than us! Xiao Feng is like this!”

…

Levi Garrison was also happy to hear that everyone was fine.

In particular, Xiao Feng can find his true love, which is even more fun.

Chatted with everyone for a while.
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Only then did Levi Garrison know that the principle of Zhanxiong Nation’s super god plan is
the same as that of Zhen Mosi.

It just needs a good root bone to be stronger.

Zhen Mosi has a good cultivation method to strengthen.

The super god plan of War Bear Kingdom is to use technology or other methods to improve
and optimize the root bone, so that it can become stronger.

However, Zhen Mosi’s cultivation method can always be strong.

The War Bear Kingdom’s is a one-time use. After the root bone is optimized, they have
nothing to do.

This has always been the place where Eastern and Western powerhouses were born
differently.

The East relies on self-cultivation, step by step.

The West is either awakening, an opportunity from heaven, or transformation.

In general, the powerhouses in the West all feel a bit unearned.

It has nothing to do with your own efforts.

After bidding farewell to Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others, Levi Garrison will start his
real goal.

That is, the one from Tenjinji.

“The whereabouts of the target have been obtained!”

Doctor Dark said.

“Okay, let’s go and see!”
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